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ABSTRACT
This dissertation was written as part of the Executive MBA course at the International
Hellenic University.
The study is a business plan for the cultivation, production and trading of the agaricus
bisporus mushroom in Greece. Historical data present the image of an abandoned
cultivation in Greece, mainly due to lack of know-how, although market research
proves increasing trends of agaricus domestic demand. This demand is covered by large
quantities of imported products, mainly from the EU.
The business plan investigates the market, industry and competitors environment and
suggests the establishment of a startup company in Kilkis, producing and trading fresh
agaricus mushrooms to consumers and quality restaurants of central Macedonia.
Company’s philosophy and strategy have also been analyzed and suggested in the
present business plan.
The management, marketing and financial plans are the most important key factors of
the business plan success, while they provide effective plant operation, proper
marketing campaign and feasible financial mix, all balanced with phronisis, guarantee
growth and sustainability of the startup company.
The present dissertation was carried out under the supervision of Dr. Stavroula Laspita
& Dr. Korina Katsaliaki, whom I would like to acknowledge for their help and support.
Keywords: Mushrooms Cultivation, White Mushrooms, Agaricus, Agaricus Bisporus,
Mushrooms Production Unit
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1. Introduction
Present dissertation deals with the Business Plan of a mushrooms production unit in an
effort to penetrate Greece’s mushroom market, by establishing a startup company
producing and trading Agaricus Bisporus mushrooms.
Although, Greece is among the countries that climate favors the systematic cultivation
of agaricus mushroom, domestic production is considerably low, compared to demand.
Literature review, will offer a collection of web and bibliographical articles, providing
world’s and domestic’s data. The review will reveal that out of the 8.000 tons (t) annual
demand of fresh agaricus mushrooms, only the 1.500t are domestic production, while
the rest are imports from European Union countries, mainly Poland and Netherland. An
increasing trend of the agaricus imports is also reported. Historical date shows that
systematic cultivation of agaricus mushrooms in Greece started back in 1970s but
gradually producers switched to the pleurotus cultivation. The main reasons are the lack
of agaricus know-how cultivation and the improper plant set up and size of their
investments.
Besides secondary data collection, additional data have been collected, by using a
survey questionnaire type, revealing the insights of Thessaloniki’s consumers to the
agaricus preference. The survey data analysis will show preference of Thessaloniki’s
consumers to the domestic produced agaricus, while they also believe that future
demand will increase. Their consumption preference is mainly based on taste and
nutrition substances.
Further analysis of the market, industry and competitor’s environments (PEST), will
identify any company’s strengths, weaknesses, opportunities and threats. The analysis
will highlight company’s competitive advantages and strategies to be followed, like
providing the fresherest products in Thessaloniki’s supermarkets and Chalkidiki’s
restaurants, as well as, the use of cutting edge technology and low energy consumption
geothermal heating ventilating and air conditioning (HVAC) systems.
The establishment stages of the company are going to be presented, while the correct
legal entity shall be selected with the brand name “Magic Mushroom – Greek
Mushrooms of Central Macedonia I.K.E”. The philosophy of the company will be the
1
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offering of the freshest and purest Greek white mushrooms, a true magic product like
Gods’ ambrosia.
Marketing analysis and market segmentation, will prove the most promising market
segment for the positioning of company’s product, which are the households and luxury
gourmet restaurants in the region of Thessaloniki and Chalkidiki. Proper marketing
actions will be designed like supermarket sales stands promotion, discount vouchers,
TV cook shows/magazine/web advertising and direct marketing with luxury restaurants
and caterings.
Company’s management plan will identify any resources needed for the business
operation, like personnel, infrastructure, equipments, raw materials, vehicles. Using cost
management tools the production capacity limitations will be revealed like the
breakeven point of 205 t/y and the margin of safety.
Detailed operations analysis will identify the initial investment and operational
expenses, estimating the total startup budget cost to be 2,15M€. The financial analysis
will finally obtain the correct financial mix of the startup. Company’s financial
statements are going to be presented for a five years operating projection.
Analytical time schedule and milestones of the investment activities will be reported
while company’s future plans are going to be discussed.
At the end, establishment and growth of “Magic Mushroom – Greek Mushrooms of
Central Macedonia I.K.E” in the region of Kilkis, will offer a lot of benefits to the local
and Greek economy, especially in the agricultural sector that suffers in previous years,
facing Greece’s dept crisis. “Magic Mushrooms” will satisfy demand and meet
customer’s quality expectations by offering fresh, pure and 100% Greek products.
Eventually, company’s business plan will providing sustainability and promise long
term profits to their investors.

2
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2. Literature Review
A review in the literature data, regarding mushrooms and mushrooms production are
presented below.
2.1 History and properties of mushroom
The history of the mushroom began in antiquity. The first mushroom has been found on
the planet almost 400 million years ago.[1] The term "mushroom" and its variations may
have been derived from the French word “mousseron” in reference to moss (mousse) [3].
The Greek word “µανιτάρι” is inferior to the ancient Greek “Ammanite”. They are
constantly mentioned inside the ancient Greek study of "Peri Osmon – Περί Οσµών"
started by Aristotle and finished by Theophrastus and Dioskourides, where mushroom’s
properties and production methods were first reported in human history: "Οὐτε γάρ
ρίζαν πάντ΄ἔχει ούτε καυλόν, τό ὺπέρ γῆς πεφυκός, στέλεχος λέγω, ούτε ἀκρεµόνα ούτε
φύλλον ούτε καρπόν ούτ΄αύ φλοιόν ή µήτραν ή ίνας ή φλέβας, οίον µύκης ὑδνον."[2]
The mushrooms are known in our country, since ancient times. They are even regarded
as a food for gods. Several researchers claim that ambrosia, which was the delight of
the Gods of Olympus, was nothing but a mushroom like the Amanita Muscaria. This
species has hallucinogenic properties and our ancestors attributed to them magical
powers.[26]

Picture 1: Dimitra is offering to her daughter Persephone a mushroom Amanita
Muscaria. (Ancient sculpture from Greece-Farsala 470 BC)
A mushroom is the fleshy, spore-bearing fruiting body of a fungus, typically produced
above ground on soil or on its food source. The standard for the name "mushroom" is
the cultivated white button mushroom “Agaricus Bisporus”, hence the word
3
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"mushroom" is most often applied to those fungi (Basidiomycota, Agaricomycetes) that
have a stem (stipe), a cap (pileus) and gills (lamellae, sing. lamella) on the underside of
the cap.[3]
The fungi are devoid of chlorophyll and are unable to synthesize organic compounds, so
they absorb the necessary organic compounds from living or dead organisms and are
therefore considered to be the "Organic Degradation Laboratory".[4]
Raw mushrooms are 92% water, 4% carbohydrates, 2% protein and less than 1% fat. In
a 100 gram amount, raw mushrooms provide 22 calories and are a rich source (20%
Daily Value - DV) of B vitamins, such as riboflavin, niacin and pantothenic acid,
selenium (37% DV) and copper (25% DV), and a moderate source (10-19% DV) of
phosphorus, zinc and potassium.[3]
However, recently according to research by a team at Penn State University,
mushrooms contain unusually high levels of two important antioxidants, ergothioneine
and glutathione, that scientists think may help to protect the body against the maladies
of old age, such as cancer, coronary heart disease and Alzheimer’s disease.[5]
2.2 Greek wild mushrooms & mushroom collectors legal framework
There are about 300,000 species of mushrooms worldwide, the 3000 have been found in
Greece. These are divided into edible and poisonous. The categories of edibles which
are around 150 are various types of Agaricus (bisporus, campestri, slitoralis, and
arvensis), boletus (aereus, edulis, and pinophilusreticulatus), Amanitas (Caesarea,
rubescens), Pleurotus (ostreatus, eryngi) and many others. [6] Only the very experienced
collectors are able to avoid the poisonous mushrooms. Therefore, Greece, and
especially the regions of central and western Makedonia (Grevena), is listed on the
regions where the mushrooms thrive.
There are several reports and scientific articles that some wild mushrooms have
hallucinogenic effects but also healing abilities such as the Lentinula edodes (Shiitake),
Grifóla frondosa (Maitaki), Flammulina velutipes (Enoki) and Ganoderma lucidum
(Reishi)[8]. The ancient Egyptians regarded them as food for gods, while the Vikings
exploited their intoxicating and hallucinogenic action and consumed them before
entering into battles. Today mostly China regularly cultivates and trades therapeutic
mushrooms such as the Shiitake and Reishi.
4
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In the last 15 years, Greece’s interest in mushrooms has grown steadily, and 10
mushroom-collectors clubs have been established, which have organized more than 250
mushroom celebrations. This has led the first integrated legal framework for
mushrooms in our country, which has being elaborated by the Ministry of the
Environment. Among the issues discussed in the legal framework are the collection of
mushrooms, the training of collectors and the certification of products so as not to
"baptize Greek” any imported ones.[7]
2.3 The production and trading of cultivated mushrooms
Many of the properties and characteristics of mushrooms, such as rich flavor, medical
and healing abilities, a rich source of protein especially for vegetarians, and zero fat,
have led people to gradually integrate it into their systemic diet. This necessity led
farmers to systematically cultivate some mushrooms such as Agaricus Bisporus,
Whites, Crimini, Portobello, Hericium Erinaceus, Shiitake, Maitake, Pleurotus and
Enoki. The most popular is the Agaricus Bisporus, which is considered safe for most
people to eat because it is grown in controlled, sterilized environments.
In recent years, increasing demand in developed and developing countries has led to a
considerable mushroom cultivation growth, which is now seen as a potentially
economic activity for small farmers. [3]
Worldwide, China is a major edible mushroom producer. The country produces about
half of all cultivated mushrooms, and around of 2.7 kilograms (kg) of mushrooms is
consumed per person per year by over a billion people. In 2014, Poland was the world's
largest mushroom exporter, reporting an estimated 194,000 tons annually. [3]
World annual production of mushrooms and truffles is 10.378.163 tons (t) measured in
2014 with a total value of > 50 billion dollars. [10]

5
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Figure 1: World Production (tons) of mushrooms and truffles in 2014 (FAO
(
2014)
2.3.1 Production & Trading in the European Union
The European Mushroom Growers Group (GROUPEMENT
(GROUPEMENT EUROPEEN DES
PRODUCTEURS DE CHAMPIGNON - GEPC) was created
ted in 1980 by mushroom
representatives from France, Germany, and the Netherlands. The headquarters of GEPC
are currently hosted in France, by ANICC, the French mushroom growers’ association.
At first, it worked as an unofficial group and led to the implementation of a protective
clause and a EU quota for canned cultivated mushroom in order to limit Chinese
imports. The GEPC is now a specific subgroup of the Fruits and Vegetables Group of
the COPA and COGECA.
COGECA The GEPC defends the interests of the European
Euro
fresh and
processed cultivated mushroom sector.
sector It is competent for any issue that may be of
interest for mushroom growers: market situation, monitoring of international flows,
promotion, technical and research issues, phytosanitary products, trade negotiations,
ne
CMO Fruits and Vegetables, etc. Nowadays the GEPC is composed of 10 delegations
representing the mushroom growers from Belgium, Denmark, France, Germany,
Hungary, Ireland, Italy, the Netherlands,
Netherlands, Poland, and Spain. In 2015, those 10 countries
accounted for 90% of the overall European production of mushroom, which amounted
at 1,111,700 tons – feet cut [9] and 10% of the World production.

6
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Figure 2: European Mushroom Production 2015 (European
European Mushroom Growers Group
(GEPC, www.infochampi.eu )

Figure 3: European Mushroom Production 2015 (European
(European Mushroom Growers Group
GEPC, www.infochampi.eu )
7
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Please refer to Appendix A for:
Table 1: Annual Exports of Fresh Agaricus to EU28 (Eurostat,
(Eurostat, GEPC)
GEPC
Table 2: Annual Exports of Agaricus (Fresh & Canned) to Greece (Eurostat,
Eurostat, GEPC)
GEPC

25.000
20.000
15.000

POLAND (FRESH)
NETHERLANDS (CANNED)

10.000
5.000
0
2013

2014

2015

Figure 4: Main Agaricus Greece Imports of fresh vs canned in the period 2013-2015
2013
(Eurostat, GEPC)
Figure 4, shows that Greece imports large quantities of about 7,500
7
tons of fresh
mushrooms of the Agaricus type from
fr
Poland and about 9,000 tons
ton canned from the
Netherlands. It is worth mentioning that in recent years there has been an increase in the
introduction of fresh mushrooms in relation to the canned.
2.3.2 Production & Trading in Greece
Mushroom cultivation continues to show significant
significant prospects due mainly to the fact
that domestic production is below consumption in Greece, offering the possibility of a
new source of income. Despite the fact that climatic conditions favor the cultivation of
mushrooms in Greece, thousands of tons of mushrooms
mushrooms are imported each year to meet
domestic demand. The bulk of imports of mushrooms in Greece come from Poland,
Holland, Spain and Italy. For the coming years, the distance between the quantities
produced and consumed is projected to remain significant,
significant, which highlights the great
potential that exists today for the creation of new mushroom production units.
units [11]

8
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The first Agaricus mushroom cultivation unit was installed in 1966 at an old winery
near Marathonas Attiki and its capacity did not exceed 100kg a day. In 1972 the
ownership of the plant changed and the new management restructured it, adopted the
system of “beds” and managed to increase production to 500 kg per day. In the
province, the first systematic production unit appeared in 1972 in Achaia and produced
150 kg a day. Over the next six years, eight new small to medium plant units have
appeared in various geographical areas in the country. The first relatively modern,
current farming unit was created in 1978 in Aigio and has a capacity of 300t/y. During
the five years that followed, three relatively large units of 300-400 tons each were
established each year. At the same time, however, a number of small units were closed
after five or eight years of operation. The spread of mushroom cultivation generally in
1976-85 was the result of a special support program adopted by the state. Unfortunately,
however, at that time, it was not realized that along with the financial aids and facilities
of the new mushroom farmers, the possibility of continuous information and technical
support should also be provided. It is worth mentioning here that the market production
share of Pleurotus mushrooms, which cultivation is relatively new activity, doubled
from 8% back in 1992 to 16% in 2001-2002. [12]
Figure 5 below, presents the dominance of the Pleurotus domestic production versus
Agaricus over a period of 8 years (2000- 2008). Moreover in 2010, out of the 4000 tons
mushroom production in Greece we have got:
 Agaricus accounts for 800 tons, 20% of Greece production & 2 production units
 Pleurotus accounts for 3.200 tons, 80% of Greece production & 80 production
units

9
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Figure 5: Production (tons) of Agaricus vs Pleurotus in the period 2000-2008
2000
(Dr A Fillipousis, 2013)
Nowadays, domestic demand for fresh & canned Agaricus edible mushrooms in Greece
reaches 18.000t every year. Greek production covers only 4.500t
4
or 25% of the needs,
with the rest around 13.500
13
tons being imported mainly from Poland,
Poland where almost
7.500 tons fresh Agaricus have been imported in 2015 [21]. Figure 6, shows the increase
of annual fresh
resh Agaricus imports from Poland in the period 2007 - 2015,
2015
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Figure 6: Poland Fresh Agaricus Imports in the period 2007-2015
200
(
(Eurostat,
GEPC)
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2.3.3 Greek legislation and government subsidies
An investor producing mushroom can be subsidized for his investment by the following
three regulations/laws:
1. New Development Law N.4399 / 22-06-2016
2. Program of Agricultural Development PAA 2014-2020
3. Producer Organizations Cultivating Mushrooms Reg. EU 1234/2007 & 543/11
Greek New Development Law:
An investment in the construction of a mushroom production unit in Greece is funded
by the New Development Law N.4399 / 16.
The new Development Law aims at creating innovative, outward-looking and
sustainable businesses, boosting employment and co-operation, re-industrializing the
country and increasing domestic value added. Aid rates range from 10% to 45%
depending on the size of the company and the investment area. [14]
The participation of the Government in the cost of the investment plan can be done,
either through equity or with external financing, provided that twenty-five per cent
(25%) of the total investment cost does not contain any State aid, public support or
provision. [15]
The following types of aid are foreseen: [15]:
 Tax exemption: Is calculated as a percentage of the value of the eligible costs of
the investment plan and /or the value of the new machinery and equipment
acquired by leasing and constitutes an equivalent reserve (utilization of aid from
5 to 15 years).
 Grant: It amounts to 70% of the maximum allowable aid rate for each region.
 Financial leasing subsidy: It cannot exceed seven (7) years.
 Subsidy for the cost of the job creation: It concerns the wages costs of the new
jobs created and linked to the investment project and which do not receive any
other state aid.
 Financing of Venture Capital: Through a holding fund.

11
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Program of Agricultural Development PAA 2014-2020:
Investing in either cultivating or processing mushrooms is subsidized by rates that vary
by geographical area and may reach up to 50% in some regions. It should of course be
stressed that one of the key objectives of the investment law is to create investments that
strengthen the country's production capacity through the creation of investment
proposals that underline the spirit of cooperation since almost all investment proposals
over a limit it was and is necessary to set up a company. [17]
Expenditure covered [17]:
1. The construction, extension, modernization of building, special and auxiliary
facilities, as well as the costs of the creation of the surrounding space, within the
framework of autonomous and operational investment projects of an integrated
nature.
2. The purchase of new means of transport of materials and products within the
premises of the integrated unit (internal transport means).
3. Self-propelled

agricultural

machinery

(agricultural

tractors,

collectors,

distributors, etc.) and non-self-propelled agricultural machinery (tractor
accessories, other machinery adapted to self-propelled agricultural machinery,
etc.).
4. The purchase and installation of new modern machinery and other equipment.
5. Leases of financial leasing of new modern machinery and other equipment
whose use is acquired, provided that the lease includes the obligation to
purchase them at the end of the lease.
6. Purchase of fixed assets directly linked to a production unit.
7. Laboratory equipment insofar as it serves the production unit of agricultural
products as defined above and their exceptions.

ΕΕ1234_2007 & 543_11:
Through Producer Organizations Cultivating Mushrooms Reg. EU 1234/2007 &
543/11:
Assistance conditions [16]:
•

Producer Organizations (OPs) are active in the cultivation of mushrooms.

•

The number of members of the organization should be at least 7.
12
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•

The annual value of the organization's marketed production should be at least
100,000 €.

•

Submission of an Operational Program (OP) presenting the actions for which
they wish to be subsidized.

Subsidy Actions related to: [16]:
•

Production planning (supply of propagating material, supply of mechanical
equipment, etc.)

•

The preservation and improvement of the product quality (integrated
management certification, organic production certification, traceability etc.)

•

In

the

programming

of

production

improving

marketing

(screening

standardization, packaging, promotion, etc.)
Amount of subsidized expenditure: 8.2% of the value of the marketed production by
the CIP per year.
Grant rate: Up to 60% of the subsidized expenditure [16].

13
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3. Methodology
Literature review provides only a basic insight of the world and Greece mushrooms
market. For further data collection a detailed insight of the Central Macedonia
(Thessaloniki) agaricus mushroom market is required.
A survey has been conducted in places around Thessaloniki. It is written in Greek
Language and addressed to everybody. Its objective is to collect data and identify any
citizen’s preference to the agaricus mushrooms, price incentives, Greek mushrooms
preference, poisoning fears, future demand, widespread consumption product, place and
choice of purchase.
A sample of 100 quantitative data is collected, considered to be ratio scale type, while
the simple random sampling method has been applied. The sample analysis is presented
in the below table:
Table 3: Survey Sample Analysis
GENDER

AGE

MARITAL STATUS

EDUCATION

Male

Female

49%

51%

20-35

36-50

51-60+

21%

59%

20%

Not Marriage

Marriage

32%

68%

Basic

Moderate

High

12%

29%

59%

The survey has the form of questionnaire, where the citizens of Thessaloniki have to
answer 10 questions, using a scale from 1, as the lowest value, to 5 as the highest valve.
The survey is included in Appendix B, Figure B-7.

14
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4. Data Analysis & Interpretation
Literature review provides an insight of the world and Greece mushrooms market,
concluding to the following observations:
 Agaricus is considered the most trading mushroom.
 Increasing trend of fresh agaricus production against canned ones.
 Increased trend of Poland fresh agaricus imports.
 Increasing trend of domestic demand in fresh agaricus mushrooms.
 Pleurotus production eventually overtaken agaricus production in Greece.
 Many agaricus production companies have closed in the past due to lack of
know-how.
 Domestic agaricus production could not cover domestic demand.
Furthermore, analysis of the survey’s data is presented through the histograms of choice
(scale 1-5) distributions.
For the survey’s analysis please refer to Appendix B: figures B-8 up to B-17
Concluding, the following outcomes can be derived from the above data analysis:
 The purchasing frequency of mushrooms in Thessaloniki is considered to be
moderate.
 The most purchasing mushroom is the Agaricus.
 The price of mushrooms in general it is considered to be low to moderate.
 The vast majority believes that there is no fear of positioning.
 More than the 70% they have answered that they would have taste new
mushroom’s recipes.
 They prefer buying the mushrooms from the supermarkets.
 More than 50% believes that mushrooms are not widespread food in Greece.
 The vast majority believes that future demand in mushrooms consumption will
increase.
 The reasons that drives Thessaloniki’s citizens to purchase mushrooms are
mainly due to:
1st choice: Both taste and nutritional values
2nd choice: Side dish (gourmet dishes)
3rd choice: Vegetarian Diet
15
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5. Business Plan
This business plan focuses on the establishment, viability, profitability and
sustainability of a vertically integrated Agaricus Bisporus (White) Mushroomproducing enterprise. In the following analysis the key elements for a successful
business plan will be introduced: Company analysis, Market and Industry analysis,
Marketing Plan, Management Plan and Financial Plan.
5.1 Executive Summary
Scope of this business plan is to search, calculate, analyze and present the data and
information in reasonable ways, which are necessary for the establishment, operation
and sustainability of the startup Company.
Among other operating cases, the business plan has been designed for a vertical
agaricus mushroom production company 350t/y in the preference of Kilkis. Kilkis have
been selected due to 35% subsidy by the New Development Law, as well as, ease of
finding low cost raw materials.
Suggested trade name is “Magic Mushroom – Greek Mushrooms of Central Macedonia
I.K.E”, spreading the magic product’s characteristics and targeting mostly younger
educated people, while selection of “I.K.E” legal form is providing flexibility to the
company.
Unique competitive advantages like, offering fresher, purer, quality and domestic
product in Central Macedonia and by using cutting edge technology, will design and
shape company’s strategy.
The data collection derives from market, industry and competitors analysis, results in
the positioning of product to households and luxury gourmet restaurants in the region of
Thessaloniki and Chalkidiki, as well as, designing the marketing mix consisting from
sales stands promotion, vouchers, TV shows/magazine/web advertising and direct
communication with potential restaurants/catering and brand awareness through public
relation shows.
The management plan suggests a company of 20 employees driving the operations. Cost
management tools will set the company’s price to 3,33€/kg and minimum production
efficiency of 250t/y .
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Finally, analysis of the operations, results in budgets estimation of the total investment
and operating costs, reaching a required amount of 2,15M€. Financial planning sets the
financial mix, which is: initial private equity 25%, government subsidy 35% and bank
loan 40%. Financial results estimates, projected in five years period, provides an
Internal Rate of Return 47,05%, offering to investors a Payback Period of less than four
years.
5.2 Company Description
In this section the Concept, Operating mode, Ownership Structure and the Management
Plan of the new Enterprise will be described.
5.2.1 Company’s Concept
The company will be constructed and operated in Pedino village of Northern Greece,
prefecture of Kilkis of Central Macedonia, aiming to initially supply the market demand
of Central Macedonia and in particular Thessaloniki with fresh Greek white (agaricus)
Mushrooms. The production capacity of the company will initially be 350t/y.
5.2.2 Comparison of Alternative Operating Cases
Before describing the establishment of a new vertical mushroom production company,
the case of a satellite production company is worth to be analyzed. These cases are the
followings:
Case 1

SATELLITE type mushrooms production

Case 2

VERTICAL type mushrooms production

The basic difference between the above two types of mushroom production (vertical vs
satellite) is the preparation of the substrate materials (compost), i.e. the mycelia
incubation nest. In the case of the satellite unit the substrate is supplied ready by a
producer and therefore, there is no preparation cost.
More specifically, materials such as straw, manure, gypsum and water are needed to
build the substrate. Although the cost of purchasing these ingredients is low, the method
of preparing the substrate is expensive and requires know-how. Preparation and
preparation of the fermented nutrient substrate (compost) for the cultivation of
mushrooms carried out in two phases I and II
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 Phase I: Mechanical treatment (mixing) and aerobic fermentation of the
substrate, carried out in an open-air enclosure and in semi-controlled conditions.
This operation requires only a farm truck and large cement floor area with a
shelter.
 Phase II: Pasteurization and aerobic fermentation to mature the substrate. These
operations require a special tunnel, under fully controlled temperature and
ventilation conditions. An expensive operation activity
Outsourcing of substrate preparation certainly limits the initial cost of investment,
desired by many investors, but it hides risks such as the purchase of a non-qualitative
substrate and increased bargaining power of the few special suppliers, mainly
Europeans. Indeed, a Greek substrate supplier has also been a saboteur in a competitive
mushroom production company.
Another historical fact that will help us to choose the right mushroom cultivation in
Greece is the fact that in 1980s and 1990s, eight (8) mushroom production units were
closed. All closed units were of small and medium size (up to 350t/y) with incomplete
mechanical equipment and were self-contained, i.e. vertical ones, which meant they
were also producing the compost substrate. [25]
Thus, we can conclude that small and medium independent / vertical units up to 350t/y
can hardly survive, but on the contrary they can only work efficiently if they are
supplied with ready-to-lay substrate-compost. [25]
From the above analysis, we finally conclude that small and medium-sized production
units up to 350t/y can survive only as satellite units i.e. case 1, while units larger than
350t/y can survive as vertical production units i.e. case 2. There is no right or wrong
choice between case 1 or case 2, but only the risk and the amount of the investment. It
can be observed that in case 1, although, the invested amount is lower, resulting also
lower returns, it hides high risks because of reasons discussed before, like the nonqualitative substrate and limitation of production to only 350t/y.
For the above reasons and since many mushroom units announce expansion of their
units, i.e. competition is beginning to grow, as well as significant steps in the know-how
of substrate / mushroom production, Case 2 is chosen as the cultivation method for the
production of the white mushrooms – agaricus type.
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5.2.3 Ownership Structure/Legal form
Initially it is suggested that the company's shape be small and flexible. Not every new
venture starts with a full team, keeping the fixed cost at the minimum. Therefore for the
operation of the case 2, VERTICAL type mushrooms Production Company, it will be
needed a group of 20 people initially, of which 3 are the founders of the company.
Among the available legal forms in Greece, such as general / limited partnership (Greek
terms OE or EE) or a limited / private company (Greek terms EPE or IKE) and although
the corporate tax rate and investor dividend tax is the same 29% and 15% (tax law
4172/2013) [24] respectively for all legal forms of business, the best option is the private
company (PC/IKE), which is regarded as the evolution of the Limited Company (EΠΕ).
The main feature of PC / IKE differentiation from LTD / LTD is the great flexibility
and freedom of its statutes. The Statute, within legal frameworks, essentially shapes the
company's operating rules. A fundamental originality of this freedom is the widening of
possible contributions which allows many ways of helping the joint venture effort.
However, many other statutory clauses are available, such as the ability of the manager
to amend the statutes (Article 68 § 3), the appointment of a manager - possibly a
majority of managers - by a partner (Article 60) partners of the fixed-term manager for
only a few reasons (Article 59) and many more. [23]
Moreover, the basic features of the PC / IKE are:
 It is a capital company with a legal entity.
 It requires minimum share capital of one (1) euro.
 The company's duration is mandatory for a certain time. Unless specified in the
statutory time, the company lasts for 12 years.
 There is a possibility of "consolidating" the outsourcing contracts through its
statutes.
 The publicity of the company takes place either on its website or at General
Electronic Commercial Registry (GEMI/ΓΕΜΗ).

 It is created and modified by a simple private document, no notarization is
required.
 For corporate obligations only the company - the legal entity with its property is
responsible.
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 Keep compulsory duplicate books.
 The decision-making of the board members can take place either within or
outside the General Assembly.
 Simplified procedures are also provided for the approval of the annual financial
results and its board meetings.
 Distribution of annual profits is made after deducting 1/20 of these for the
formation of a statutory reserve.
 Participation of shareholders and the acquisition of shares can be made through
capital, non-capital (provision of services) and with guarantee contributions. The
value of the latter two may not exceed 75% of the amount of the liability
assumed by the partner against the creditors of the company.
Finally, the core innovation of Private Company PC/IKE is the adaptability to today's
business needs, making it suitable for family businesses as well as for businesses and
partnerships of young entrepreneurs, because corporate shares are not limited to capital,
as the only denominator, but to a broader denominator, consisting of the value of all
contributions. There is a separation of the partner's functions within the company, as
there are partners who contribute cash, assets, partners dealing with day-to-day activity
(job offer), partners offering solvency, providing individual or tangible guarantees,
partners providing specific expertise and scientific abilities.
5.2.4 Company’s Strategy
In the following chapter, input data from the market (external environment), industry
(internal environment) and competition sectors have been identified and reported. This
section matches between the collected input data and the company’s strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities and threats, producing the SWOT matrix, through which
company’s best strategy or strategies will be selected. The SWOT matrix is presented
in the table 3 below.
Among the suggested strategies, the following (4) seems to be more attractive than the
others: S1-O1, W1-O2, W9-O7 & S5-O2.
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INTERNALS
Strenghts (S)

Weaknesses (W)

1. Strategic plant location

1. No experience vs competitors

2. Ease of raw materials

2. High investment cost

3. Slow industry growth

3. Stable productivity

4. High barrier entry

4. Product sensitivity

5. Low domestic production

5. Pleurotus plants diversifications

6. Greek origin preference

6. Seasonal demand

7. No threat of substitutes

7. High buyer’s power

8. Subsidized investment

8. Buyers entering the market

9. Quality product preference

9. High energy consumption

10. Low price product

10. Low switching cost

Opportunities (O)

S-O Startegies suggested

W-O Startegies suggested

1. Increasing demand

S1-O1: Located near

W1-O2: Cutting edge technology

2. Fast production technology growth

Thessaloniki provides the

equipment shall be used in

3. Increased incentives to chemicals

fresherest products in Central

compensation of competitor’s

4. Preference in modern cuisine

Macedonia.

experience.

5. Increased nutrition awareness

S6-O3: Imported mushrooms

W9-O7: Use of high technology

6. European Mushroom Growers Org.

have been acused for chemical

geothermals HVAC systems

7. Development of low energy HVAC

peservation treatments.

lowers the energy consumption

8. Renewable energy sources

S5-O2: Cutting edge

resulting in competitive price.

9. Effective treatment of diseases

technology equipment shall be

W6-O5: Advertising of the

10.Increase in vegeterian/diet cuisine

used increasing productivity &

nutritional awareness will alter the

covering domestic demand

seasonality of mushrooms.

Threats (T)

S-T Startegies suggested

W-T Startegies suggested

1. Unstable economy

S8-T1: Application to the

W9-T2: High returns can be

2. Unstable oil and energy prices

new development law offers

achieved in periods with low oil

3. High corporate taxation

high subsidy, balancing the

and energy prices.

4. Mushrooms poisoning

ustable economy.

W8-T5:

Buyers

5. Increased bureaucracy

S9-T8: The advertisement of

entering

the

6. High bank loan interest rates

superior quality fresh Greek

discouraged from the increased

7. Subsidies delays

mushrooms will gain market

bureaucracy.

8. Canned mushrooms substitutions

share against canned.

9. Venture Capitals covenants

S10-T2:Mushroom’s price is

10. Late or credit buyers payments

concidered low, so demand

EXTERNALS

Table 4: SWOT MATRIX

throught

market

will

is unaffected from oil prices
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5.3 Market, Industry and Competitor Analysis
Secondary and primary data have been collected and analyzed so far, but these are not
enough to shape the ability to make the right decision to implement the investment. A
holistic business environment, should be scanned and analyzed, and in particular the
External, Internal and Competitors business environment. The analysis of these
environments will influence our Marketing and Business strategic approach of the new
enterprise.
5.3.1 Market Environment
The external environment analysis or PEST involves: scanning, monitoring, forecasting
and assessing. The analysis is also looking for opportunities to help the company
achieves

strategic competitiveness and threats which may hinder strategic

competitiveness. [18] The Market attractiveness will be identified in this analysis.
Demographic Segment:
Mushroom consumption in Greece is still low, when in Europe the average is four times
bigger. In our country, consumption of mushroom is equally from men and women. It
has been noticed that the highest consumption of mushrooms is made by the young or
medium age between 20 to 50 years old having an above average educational level. The
greatest consumption is also observed mainly in major cities like Athens and
Thessaloniki, in tourist areas like Cyclades islands. It is not considered expensive food
hence it is consumed by everybody irrespective of income.
The Socio-Cultural Segment:
Consumption of the mushroom has never been included in the traditional Greek cuisine.
Other reasons, such as the fear of eating mushrooms as a result of poisoning and
ignorance of nutrients, have also led to low levels of mushroom consumption. However,
in recent decades, it has been observed an increasing demand because of our
involvement with European cuisine culture. More and more Greeks traveling, studying
or working in Europe became familiar with the mushroom cooking. This means that in
the years that follow, there will be a trend of the European cuisine to enter in Greece,
giving the opportunity and prospect to the mushroom consumption and demand.
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The Physical Segment:
It has beenn observed that in the developed countries the production of the fresh
mushroom is not developed enough.. Poland, for example, has the “reins” in the
European Union, because there is no need for specialized technology for the production
of mushrooms.

There
Therefore,
Greece could also become a competitive mushroom

producer.
The Economic Segment:
On 2007 the world debt crisis has deeply affect the Greek financial crisis in 2010.
However, unlike truffle, the mushroom is not an expensive food and it was continuing
to be consumed during the crisis. On the other hand, the crisis seems to have favored the
production of mushrooms as wages of unskilled workers have fallen significantly, thus
making the business more competitive. According to the following Eurostat figure
below, from 2008 to 2017 the minimum wage of the unskilled worker dropped by 1717
18%, i.e. from € 800 / month to about 660 € / month, compared to all European and
others countries
ountries where the relative wages have been increased. [19]

Figure 18: Minimum wages, January 2008 and 2017,
2017 (Eurostat
Eurostat 2017)
2017
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The Political/Legal Segment:
As mentioned in the literature review, a Greek investor producing mushroom can be
subsidized for his investment by the following three measures / laws:
o New Development Law N.4399 / 22-06-2016
o PAA 2014-2020
o Producer Organizations Cultivating Mushrooms Reg. EU 1234/2007 & 543/11
Through that governmental regulatory framework, Greece is trying to re-launch its
industrial development and production, as well as, make Greece a competitive partner in
the European Union. Mushroom production is one of the actions funded through these
laws / measures, requiring only 25% of the total investment to be funded from own
funds. At the same time, the European mushroom-producing investor is protected and
reinforced by the European organization “European Mushroom Growers Group
(GROUPEMENT EUROPEEN DES PRODUCTEURS DE CHAMPIGNON - GEPC).
Regarding exports, the basic requirement is the certification (ISO, etc.) which is costly
enough as it requires specific facilities.

[20]

Some of the negative elements that can be

mentioned are the non-flexible Greek bureaucracy and the difficulty of banks in
offering new investment loans. Overall, the cultivation of mushrooms in Greece can be
considered as favorable cultivation.
The Technological Segment:
The emerging technology is a powerful ally for the new mushroom-producing investor.
The production of the mushroom requires stable conditions of temperature, humidity,
luminance, aeration, resulting in highly energy consumption units. Innovative
Geothermal Energy for Heating Ventilating & Air Conditioning of production chambers
could reduce power consumption and lower the costs of the unit. Furthermore, other
innovative techniques like “CAC-ing” can offer better incubation of casing and
innovative smart irrigation system in the mushroom cultivation can increase production
and also minimize costs. In parallel, new cultivation techniques and drugs are also being
developed to combat mushroom diseases.
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The Global Segment:
Consumption and cultivation of mushroom is widespread in Asia, which accounts for
75% of world production, with the 20% being produced by Europe. Notable is the fact
that America has less than 5% production, resulting in increased imports from countries
in Europe and Asia. As also reported in the literature review, the European Union has
set up the European Mushroom Growers Group (GEPC) to protect and strengthen
European production and at the same time, to stop Chinese monopoly.
5.3.2 Industrial Environment
Scanning of Industrial Environment indentifies all the factors that influence the
company and prepare any actions and responses with respect the competitive
environment. The industry attractiveness will be identified in the Five Forces analysis
below:
Threat of new entrants in the market:
The large investment expense is the most important barrier for other companies to entry
the agaricus mushroom production. From the data collected so far, the cost for a vertical
production unit of 500 t/y reaches 3M€, with own funds reaching 1 M€. A threat is that
companies producing other type of mushrooms like pleurotus could easily diversify and
enter the market of the agaricus type, once they already have the infrastructure, brand
awareness and distributions channels.
Suppliers’ power:
Regarding supplier’s power concern, those are basically the suppliers of the raw
materials and providers of water, oil and electrical power. Negotiation powers of raw
materials suppliers are very low, considering that straw and mixed manure (chicken’s
and horse’s) can be found plenty in the region of Kilkis. Mushroom seeds (mycelium)
suppliers could also be found around the world. It is regarded as standardized product,
therefore India have squeezed market prices due to massive productions. Finally,
concerning utility networks providers and specifically electrical power providers, the
energy market liberalization, forced big, public, traditional providers like DEI to reduce
their unit rates, resulting in lowering their negotiation power. Today, besides DEI there
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are, many energy providers like: Elpedison, Heron, Protergia, KEN, NRG, Voltera,
Zenith, Green, Volton, ELTA energy and Natural Gas Company.
Buyers’ power:
Buyers are the wholesalers, retailers (supermarkets) or final consumers. Buyers’
negotiating power is mainly based on the fact that buyers face little switching costs and
the mushroom fresh agaricus product is also standardized. Large brand names like AB
Vasilopoulos and Masoutis have dominated the market share and therefore they are
having increased negotiation power. Therefore, buyers’ power could be regarding as
high.
Threat of substitutes:
The mushroom product is unique and cannot be substituted by any other product. Even
in the case of meat replacement, it appears as opportunity for the consumption of
mushrooms instead of meat (vegetarians) and not as a threat. Therefore, there is no
threat from substitute products.
Competitive Rivalry:
Market Competitors producing fresh mushrooms are few and industry growth is
considered to be slow. According to figure 5, domestic production of white mushroom
in previous years was decreased in relation to the production of pleurotus. However, this
market gap has been coved by company Kehagias, whose imports from Poland
dominates the market of white mushrooms and became a strong brand name. One the
other hand, the opportunity of being the only Greek agaricus production has
disappeared, because the company Mushroom of Greek Land is the only vertical
production of white mushroom in Greece, having this unique advantage. However, the
most important competitive factor is the value offered, while white mushrooms have
low switching cost product and hence is considered to be elastic demand. Low prices
can be achieved by reducing the overhead costs using state-of-the-art equipment and
know-how methods. Therefore, although there are few competitors in the industry, the
overall competition could be regarded as moderate.
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5.3.3 Competitors Environment
A closer look at the environment of the two biggest competitors would be a great help
in shaping company’s strategy, mission and vision.
Mushrooms Kehagias:
The company Mushrooms Kehagias has been active in the field of fresh mushrooms
since 1988, starting its cooperation with small production units in Greece. The growing
demand led to the search and introduction of new varieties of mushrooms from
European countries. Today, the company is trading products from Greek and European
units (Poland, Italy, and Netherlands). It employs a total of 35 employees. The high
demand of the market has led the company to a new investment in order to strengthen
its dominant position in the market. For this reason, it created a branch in Athens, in the
Rentis area, so that it can serve directly with fresh products on a daily basis, the market
of Attica, Crete, the Dodecanese and the Aegean islands in a rich number of clientele. It
has modern storage and maintenance facilities, as well as a refrigerator truck fleet with
which it distributes the mushrooms in the Super Market chains, central markets,
restaurants, pizzerias and folk markets. Kehagias has created in Pedino Kilkis in 2012 a
modern production unit of Mushroom Pleurotus with modernized logistic infrastructure.
The overall philosophy and purpose of the company is to cultivate the fresh mushroom
culture and to create mutual trust relationships with its clients so that the result of the
cooperation meets the requirements of the consumers.

[22]

The company’s future plan

does not included production integration to the Agaricus mushroom.
Overall, Kehagia’s strengths and weakness are:
o

Strong Brand Name, 30 years in the market

o

Good Distribution Channels and Network in Greece

o

Diversify

products

portfolio

(Pleurotus

production

&

Agaricus,

Portobello,…imports)
o

Knowledge of the market

o

Competitive prices

o

Imports have been accused for increased chemical used, although EU
regulations allow the use of chlorines in the production.
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Mushrooms of Greek Land:
The plant was first established in Alexandroupolis of Evros in 1995 under the name
CHAMPIGNON HELLAS. It was started operating with a very small production
volume (around three to four tons a week) until 1999. In 2001 it was acquired by other
owners and it was producing 10 to 20 tons a week, until 2004. Afterwards, the plant was
abandoned and remained inactive until 2015. The plant restarted its operation under the
name "Mushrooms of Greek Land" and through private equity investments started the
vertical production of white mushroom. A total of 80 employees are currently employed
in the unit. [28] Until 2016 the company produced 10 tons of mushrooms a week, but
after its expansion project investment production reaches 30 tons per week with 18
cultivation chambers covering 7,200 m2 in full operation Main company’s supply chain
retailers are Menelaus Fruit Ltd. and Masoutis supermarket chain. One of the
company’s owners was the former production manager of Ippotour in Trikala, which
was the last company produced agaricus mushrooms in Greece, but closed in the spring
of 2015. [29]
Overall Mushrooms of Greek Land:
o Unique Greek fresh agaricus production company
o Founder’s previous knowledge
o Fresh, pure without chemicals product
o High offered prices (80 employees – increased operating costs)
o Active market player, while they tripled their production in the third year of
operation from 500t/y to 1500t/y
o Part of the plant consists from old facilities & infrastructures.
5.4 Marketing Plan
The Company’s Marketing Plan is consisting from the Marketing Analysis (the 5 C’s),
Market Segmentation & Positioning and Marketing Mix (the 4 P’s).
5.4.1 Marketing Analysis
Customers:
Mushrooms are mainly consumed by households, but most of all by younger, educated
and people who travel a lot. Although the mushroom is considered element of the
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mediterranean kitchen, it is not widespread in Greece culture, also proved by my
survey’s results. As customers we are referring to supermarkets, wholesalers,
gourmet/luxury restaurants, hotels, winter accommodations, pizzerias, caterings and
cruises.
Company:
Situated in Pedino – Kilkis near Thessaloniki, the core business of the “Magic
Mushroom – Greek Mushrooms of Central Macedonia I.K.E” will initially be the
production and distribution of 350-500 t/y fresh Agaricus (white) mushrooms. Once
awareness of the company’s trade name will be achieved, future expansion plans, as
well as entering in other mushroom markets are some of the company’s business
strategies.
Competitors:
In Greece, Kehagias & Mushrooms of Greek Earth can be regarded as the only
Competitors. Kehagias, although it does not produce Agaricus mushrooms, has the
long-standing experience of importing mushrooms mainly from Poland. In these years,
a large distribution network of imported mushrooms has been developed by Kehagias.
On the other hand Mushrooms of Greek Earth is a new vertical production company of
Greek Agaricus mushrooms in the prefecture of Evros, Thrace. Their infrastructures are
old since they formerly operated under another name and administration, also producing
Agaricus mushrooms. Recently, the company has finished his investment plan of
increasing its capacity from 500t/y to 1500t/y.
Collaborators:
Significant help, either in upstream or downstream supplying chain can be achieved by
following collaborators:
 Suppliers: Compost raw materials: Straw form local farmers, manure form
Augodiatrophiki A.E. and Farm of horses near Kilkis city.
 Transportation agencies (Sarantis, Lykakis…),
 Supermarkets (AB Vasilopoulos, Masoutis, Sklavenitis, Lidl…),
 Public markets & Grocery Stores
 Third Party Advisors (like Agronomists, Project Management…)
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 Wholesalers & Central Vegetable Market of Thessaloniki
 Retailers (Akritidis, Mertzemekis…)
 Local Shops of Agricultural Partnership (Αγροτικοί Συνεταιρισµοί) of Kilkis,
by presenting the products in their shops or local festivals.
Collaborators can also be considered as the (3) three existing pleurotus mushroom
producers, as well as, the truffle producers, by organizing a common mushroom festival
day introducing their products, establishing Kilkis as a mushroom-producing region.
Context:
In recent years, we import from Poland thousands of tons of cheap Agaricus mushroom,
resulting in many mushroom production units in Greece to close. The main reason was
our 100% dependence on seed/mycelium and substrate import from overseas units.
Although the consumption of mushrooms is not in Greek culture, in recent years there
has been an increase in the consumption of mushrooms. The ongoing economic crisis in
Greece has led to the legislation of new agricultural actions, helping New Greek
businesses investing in the future re-start of the Greek economy. These actions are: i)
New Development Law N.4399 / 22-06-2016, ii) PAA (Programs of Agricultural
Development) 2014-2020 & iii) Producer Organizations Cultivating Mushrooms Reg.
EU 1234/2007 & 543/11.
Kilkis is considered a border area and receives the greatest subsidy, while reduced labor
costs, helps new business to be more competitive. However, the increased taxation is
still not friendly to Greek investments.
5.4.2 Market Segmentation & Positioning
Starting with the demographic segmentation, according to my market research, the
group of highly educated people consumes more mushrooms than other groups. The
logical explanation for this result is the fact that educated people travel more often and
tastes international cuisines with mushrooms.
Regarding behavioral segmentation, according to my market survey, people do not
afraid any more the poisoning by eating mushrooms, as they used to some years ago.
Greek consumers also prefer to accompanying mushrooms in gourmet cuisine. They are
willing to taste new mushroom recipes and they believe that the mushroom
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consumption will increase in the next years. They believe that mushrooms are cheap in
respect to other foods and they highly prefer mushrooms from Greek producers.
As far as usage segmentation concerns, among medical, industry (restaurants,
pizzerias,…) and household segments, it has been observed that households consumes
more fresh Agaricus mushrooms, almost 4000 t/y out of the 8000 t/y total consumption
in Greece, than the industry which comes second by using 2000 net tons of canned
mushrooms [27], except the Gourmet restaurants that look for high quality fresh Agaricus
Mushrooms.
Finally it seems from literature that mushrooms’ consumption is regarded as seasonal
preference, because consumption increases in Christmas and Easter periods, while in the
summertime there is an increase in consumption only in tourist areas.
Concluding, the most promising segments to target are the households and luxury
gourmet restaurants, in the region of Thessaloniki and Chalkidiki respectively. Those
segments are frequent fresh Agaricus mushrooms consumers. Positioning in those two
segments and knowing from competitors environment that “Kehagias’” fresh Agaricus,
needs 4 days from harvest to reach the Greek market and therefore is not as fresh as the
Magic Mushroom’s and on the other hand “Mushrooms of Greek Earth” couldn’t satisfy
demand, it seems that “Magic Mushroom – Greek Mushrooms of Central Macedonia
I.K.E”, holds a unique advantage to be the only GREEK company produces FRESH
AGARICUS mushrooms NEAR Thessaloniki.
5.4.3 Marketing Mix
Successfully positioning of the target markets requires the use of the 4P’s tool, which
are Produced Product, Place or Channels, Promotion and Price.
Produced Product:
The main product is Fresh White (Agaricus) Mushroom produced in all market sizes
and shapes. Using the same infrastructures but different cultivation cycles and
chamber’s environment conditions, production of Portobello and Brown Mushrooms
could also be produced. Small and medium size shall be provided for household market
while, large and sliced in the catering market. The competitive advantage offered by the
company is the superior quality of the produced products, fresher than any other
imported mushroom, even from those produced in Evros - “Mushrooms of Greek earth”
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and free form bleaching agents like chlorines, as it had been mentioned in previous
years for import mushrooms. Transparent and light packing types and sizes (250gr,
500gr, 1kg, 3kg) will satisfy every market demand, while innovation packing’s, more
than 1kg, will have the option of airtight closure. Returns policy, cannot be adopted by
the company due to the product’s sensitivity.
Place/Channels:
The final products reach the end customers through the following distribution channels:
 Central Vegetable Market of Thessaloniki – Wholesaler
 Large Supermarkets (Warehouses-Thessaloniki) – Retailer
 Local Groceries (Kilkis) – Retailer
 Delivery to loyal customers through Own Transportation
Initially, the distribution of about 2 tons of daily production to supermarkets and Central
Vegetable Market of Thessaloniki will be achieved through annual contracts with
transportation companies. The loyal and good customers of the company will be served
by direct transport of the products by the company's transportation. This will ensure the
immediate transfer of fresh as well as the steady supply of demand. Customers
belonging to this category are: Restaurants and Hotels in Chalkidiki as well as Kilkis
local Grocery stores. On time delivery to these customers will require at least one
refrigerator truck with a minimum volume of 32 m3.
Promotion:
Successfully product’s promotion can be achieved through the following marketing
communication mix:
 Sales Promotion: Specially designed stands, placed inside supermarkets,
promoting the new brand name mushroom’s company, through which shop
customers can get to know and taste the mushrooms cooked in front of them. For
the first 3 months of product lunch, another sales promotion like discount
vouchers shall be distributed to the public through newspapers, nutrition and
health magazines, as well as selling points, offering for each pack of mushrooms
one for free.
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 Voucher discounts: For the first 3 months of product lunch, discount vouchers
shall be distributed to the public through newspapers, nutrition and health
magazines, as well as selling points, offering for each pack of mushrooms one
for free.
 Advertising: A TV commercial spot and cooking shows, advertising not only the
brand name of the mushroom’s company, but also their nutritional and dietary
characteristics, as they are not known to the most public according to my survey.
An emphasis shall also be given to the Greek origin.
 Direct Marketing: Brand and products familiarization visits to every potential
luxury or gourmet caterings and restaurants in Thessaloniki and Chalkidiki
aiming to sign contract agreements with target customers.
 Brand Awareness: Participation in joint programs of local agricultural products,
as well as in food and catering exhibitions, developing brand’s equity.
 Brand Image: Organizing educational tours to agricultural and technology
schools and Universities of Central Macedonia at company's premises.
Contribution of benefits and job opportunities to local organizations,
communities and municipalities.
 Public Relations: Contribution of benefits and job opportunities to local
organizations, communities and municipalities.
 World-of-mouth marketing: Company’s website products advertisements, as
well as, company’s news and activities awareness through social networks and
forums, as most consumers are young with a high level of education, per my
survey.
Pricing:
A price list for all products, with or without packing, shall be obtained, in comparison
with the industry competition. Different prices shall be applied to the chosen target
markets. Regarding household market, “B2B”, distribution channels consolidation have
squeezed prices and also due to the ongoing Greece financial crisis, buyers became
more sophisticated. Therefore, company’s price should lay between the following
competitors prices €/kg:
-

“Lidl” Supermarket imported packed Agaricus mushrooms: 3,18 €/kg

-

“Kehagias A.E.” imported packed Agaricus mushrooms: 3,30 €/kg
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-

“AB Vasilopoulos” imported packed Agaricus mushrooms: 3,50 €/kg

-

“Mushrooms of Greek Earth” Greek packed Agaricus mushrooms:4,50 €/kg

However, Greek origin and Fresh supply creates value to the company’s products,
therefore, suggested initial price for households end customer could be 4,00 €/kg for
Greek packed Agaricus mushrooms, which are mostly preferred by the Greeks as per
my survey results. Assuming an average retailer’s profit margin of 20%, producer sale
price shall be chance to 3,33€/kg.
Regarding price policy for the luxury catering & restaurants, Greek origin and Fresh
supply creates value to the supplier’s portfolio and therefore, suggested producer sale
price could be higher. However, mushrooms delivered to this market do not have
packing but could be delivered bulk and therefore packing costs, resulting to increased
profit margins. Suggested price, could be therefore be the same 3,33€/kg.
In case suggested price does not perceived benefits by the customers, discounts shall be
activated in order to increase demand once the market of mushrooms is considered as
elastic demand.
Before the equilibrium point of supply and demand settled for the company, the
payment periods shall initially be short, while any credits shall be kept at minimum.
Finally, during summer period where mushroom consumption is at low levels, special
designed discounts programs for Customers Acquisition & Retention could help the
company increase their costumer list and also reward their loyal customers.
5.5 Management Plan
The following plan will setup the Organizational Structure, Corporate Philosophy,
Production Operations, Budget Estimation, Cost Management and Project Management.
5.5.1 Organizational Structure
The new business will employ a total of 20 members. The founders of the company will
be ideal 3 team members, while the rest 17 are the employees to be hired. An important
key to form a successful founder’s team is the diversity of member’s knowledge skills
and experience, but on the other hand, similarities to personalities, mutual trust and
effective communication. The roles, responsibilities as well as qualifications of each
organizational member are given in details below:
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Shareholder’s General Assembly:
It is the most important decision-making body of the company while decisions
regarding organizational structure, strategic planning, distribution of dividends and
investment planning are held there. The shareholder’s general assembly will appoint the
General Manager – CEO of the company.
General Manager - CEO:
The CEO is responsible for the operation and oversight of all divisions of the company
and the implementation of decisions of the Shareholders' Council. He is the company's
representative vis-à-vis public services and organizations. Desired qualifications are
Mechanical/Chemical Engineering first bachelor’s degree or Business Administration
degree along with an MBA masters degree. At least 15 years of experience in
management of similar production units is requested.
Secretary:
Will provide secretarial support to the General Manager but also to all managers and
will

manage

the

company’s

call

centre.

An

experience

of

3

years

in

administrative/secretarial positions is suggested. The secretary should be computer
literate, MS office familiar and should speak English fluently.
Operational Manager:
The OM shall be responsible for the supervision of all daily operational activities like
operation, quality, certifications and production reporting. Desired qualifications are
Mechanical Engineering bachelor’s degree as well as a master degree in production
systems. At least 10 years of experience in operation of similar production units is
requested.
Quality Specialist:
It is very important at all stages of production to have continuous supervision by an
Agronomist who will have the task of controlling the quality assurance of the
production of mushrooms and the hygiene of the unit. The Agronomist is considered
key personnel, as his know-how, considers being the key success of the investment. He
or she must hold a bachelor’s degree in Agronomy as well as a master degree in
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mushroom production. He or she should have the necessary experience of at least 8
years in mushroom production units.
Mechanical Equipment Operator:
For the handling of automated mechanical equipment such as conveyor belts, seed
spreading systems, water injection systems and others, a graduate of ATEI School of
Mechanical Engineering or Plant Production is required. Necessary experience at least 5
years in similar production systems
Operators Assistant:
In many stages of production, human intervention is required, such as connecting or
disconnecting machinery, mixing and stirring the soil, harvest of mushrooms,
assembling or dismantling the equipment, maintaining equipment, changing spare parts,
cleaning and in general, where no automation is provided. The Assistant Worker will
also be capable to operate forklift and bobcat for the agitating of the soil compost and
for helping in the warehouse facilities. It is necessary to hire a worker with 3 minimum
years of experience in production plants.
Harvest Collector:
Because there are periods of high mushroom harvesting, usually per week, during the 5
weeks of harvesting, 5 permanent workers will be hired to harvest the mushrooms and,
when needed, the other 2 assistants will also help. The mushroom production rate
should be stable all year or occasionally follow seasonal demand (Christmas & Easter
periods).
Control & Automation Operator:
The process of producing mushrooms is quite complex and requires specialized
equipment and automation for the heating, cooling, ventilation, atomization (steaming),
luminance as well as humidity, temperature, carbon dioxide and pH analyzers or meters.
For this reason, there should be a PLC control panel connected to a computer on which
the monitor will display the graphics of the production process (SCADA) and
instrument measurements during operating conditions. The PC operator will also be
responsible for the modifications and upgrades of the PLC control panel should have a
degree in ATEI automation and control systems, as well as, the necessary software
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programming skills with minimal experience of 5 years in corresponding production
systems automation.
Financial & Accounting Manager:
The CFO Manager of the company will direct and supervise the company's financial
performance, hold the company’s books in compliance with the double-entry
accounting method, supervise the procurement costs and sales price and prepare the
contracts with other third party services. She or he will be able to prepare the balance
sheets according to international and European standards. A bachelor’s degree in
Science in Economics or Accounting is required as well as, a degree in MBA. At least 5
years minimum experience is required in production units.
Public Relations:
One must be responsible for the company's image to the public and the promotion of its
products, so it should be responsible for public relations and the marketing strategy of
the company. This person should have a bachelor’s degree in Business Administration
and a Masters Degree in Marketing. At least 5 years of experience in similar production
company is required.
Logistics Manager:
The follow up of the supply and demand chain, it requires a Logistics Manager to
supervise the supply chain management of the company as well as the supervision of
the warehouse, packing and storage activities. A bachelor’s degree in supply chain
management is suggested for this position with a minimum of 5 years in similar position
is suggested.
Warehouse Specialist:
As warehouse manager there must be someone who knows from warehouse planning,
also know the PC software storage program for the mushroom packages to be
distributed and supervise the packaging methods of the mushrooms. His duties will be
receive and storage of raw materials such as mushroom seed’s, horse or chicken manure
or straw and other orders. He / she must hold an ATEI degree in storage systems and
have at least 3 years of experience in a factory production warehouse.
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Packing & Storage Assistant:
There must be an assistant in packing, storing the products and harvest the mushrooms.
For that reason it is necessary to hire a worker, preferred with experience in packing &
storage facilities.
Truck Driver:
For the needs of transporting the packaged mushrooms to the Central Market of
Thessaloniki or to the warehouses of the bigger supermarkets, a driver should be hired,
having a professional category driver license.
Security:
For the protection and safety of the facilities at night, a guardian with at least 5 years
experience in a similar facility, should also be hired.
Find in the below figure the organizational chart of the company:
SHAREHOLDERS

GENERAL
MANAGER

QUALITY
SPECIALIST

SECRETARY

SECURITY
SUPERVISOR

OPERATIONAL
MANAGER

FINANCIAL &
ACOUNTING
SUPERVISOR

PUBLIC
RELATIONS
EXPERT

MECHANICAL
EQUIPMENT
OPERATOR

CONTROL &
AUTOMATION
OPERATOR

LOGISTICS
MANAGER

WAREHOUSE
SPECIALIST

PACKING &
STORAGE
ASSISTANT

OPERATOR
ASSISTANT

HARVEST
COLLECTORS

TRUCK DRIVER

Figure 19: ORGANIZATION CHART
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5.5.2 Company’s Trade Name & Philosophy
Trade Name:
A proposed trade name could be: "Magic Mushroom - Greek Mushrooms of Central
Macedonia" with the corresponding Greek name being: « Μαγικό Μανιτάρι - Ελληνικά
Μανιτάρια Κεντρικής Μακεδονίας». This name does not occupied yet, by any other
company in the GEMI (Γενικό Εµπορικό Μητρώο - ΓΕΜΗ) register.
Company’s Mission:
Our team of "Magic Mushroom - Greek Mushrooms of Central Macedonia", respecting
our consumer’s needs and environment, we simulate the Greek nature using cuttingedge technology, powered by low energy sources, we deliver you fresh, delicious and
pure 100% Greek white mushrooms of high nutritional value, supporting Greek
Industry sustainability and by recycling our waste materials we are contributing to
local sustainability.
Company’s Vision:
Inspired by the ancient sculpture from Greece-Farsala which dates back to 470 BC, in
which it portrays Dimitra giving a mushroom to her daughter Persephone:
“Our vision is to make you familiar with the divine properties of mushrooms by
delivering you the Ambrosia of the Gods”
5.5.3 Operations
In this section the operation/production activities, time milestones and costs (opex) are
going to be described and estimated. The basic process of producing mushrooms
Agaricus is divided into the following production steps:
1. Preparation of Substrate (Composting)
2. Vaccination & Incubation of the Substrate with the Spawn
3. Reproduction - Mushrooms Formation
4. Harvesting the Mushrooms
5. Packing & Transportation
Preparation of Substrate (Composting-21 days):
The substrate production process is divided into two phases:
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 Phase 1 - Mechanical Treatment and Aerobic Fermentation of the Substrate (15
days):
In this phase we mix the substrate materials, which for example for 3 tons of
substrate we need 1 ton of straw and 800 kg of manure (horse or chicken), and
then stack them in 3m columns and leaving them for 14 days in outdoor
sheltered area. Every 4 days we mix mechanically (agricultural vehicle) the
stacks and add gypsum and water to aerobically ferment the substrate.
Indicatively for 3 mixing will require 85 kg of gypsum and 5000 liters of water.
 Phase 2 - pasteurization and maturation of the substrate (7 days):
The compost is transported by special machinery into a tunnel for pasteurization
at 60°C with steam and proper ventilation. Then the steam temperature is
reduced to 50°C and held for 7 days until the maturating stage is completed.
Vaccination & Incubation of the Substrate with the Spawn (16 days):
After pasteurization and maturation, the substrate is transferred to the production
chambers, where special machines fill the galvanized shelves and simultaneously the
substrate is inoculated with the mushroom’s mycelium (spawn). Then the incubation
takes place, which lasts together with the sowing for 16 days, and then the work of
covering the shelves with enriched soil begins. The chambers temperature and humidity
conditions should be maintained these days at 25-26οC and 90-95% respectively.
Reproduction - Mushroom Formation (15 days):
After 10 days, the temperature conditions should be decreased to 15-17°C, to favor the
reproduction stage, which develops over a period of 4-5 days up to the harvest period.
In the reproduction stage, water with special insecticide and fungicide solutions should
be spraying to prevent any possible damage.
Harvesting the Mushrooms (30 days):
The harvest period of the mushrooms from the first to the last remarkable mushroom
picking, lasts for a total of 30 days. After the last harvest, the shelves of the cultivation
chambers are emptied, cleaned and disinfected to refill with the new substrate for the
new crop.
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Packing & Transportation:
After harvest, the mushroom stacks are moved to the packing area where they are
packed and then transported to storage chambers until they are transported to the final
customer.
The operating process for the production of the white Agaricus mushrooms is presented
below:

Composting

Packing

Pasteurization

Vaccination & Incubation

Harvesting

Reproduction

Figure 20: OPERATION PROCESS

The production and operation time schedule (milestones) are presented in the following
Gantt-chart. The cultivation cycle of the mushrooms has been estimated to 85 days or 3
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months, but the chambers utilization has been estimated to only 65 days or 2 months,
giving the opportunity 6 cultivation cycles per year.

Figure 21: Cultivation Cycle Gantt chart
5.5.4 Investment and Operating Costs
The budget of the investment, as well as, the operating costs of the company should be
calculated with great precision so that the correct decision for the financial mix of the
Startup will then be selected.
Investment Costs:
From the previous, comparison of alternative operating cases study it has been
concluded that only vertical production units with production over 350t/y is more
possible to survive nowadays. Based on this assumption, the company should have the
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infrastructure to produce 350t/y min. Therefore, the following operating units or
structures expenses (CAPEX) presented in APPENDIX C, Table C-5 are needed.
The lands of use 6,000 m2 in total, as well, as the offices consists property of one of the
founders and therefore they are assumed as equity. During the start up period of the
company’s life cycle, leasing or renting services and equipment contracts shall be kept
to maximum.
Regarding operating and transportation equipments (CAPEX), the following expenses
presented in APPENDIX C, Table C-6 are also needed:
Therefore, from both tables expenses: Total Capital Investment costs (CAPEX) are
660k€ + 690k€ = 1.350k€
Operating Costs:
The operating costs of the mushroom production unit are analyzed in APPENDIX C,
Table C-7
From table C-7 we have: Total Overhead / Operating costs (OPEX) are considered =
800k€
5.5.5 Cost Management
The company will apply the Activity Based Cost Management (ABCM) method, in
order to obtain the cost for each produced product. Considering “Table C-7 - Operating
Costs (OPEX)”, further costs breakdown can be done to separate the fixed and variable
costs:
Table 8 - Operating Costs type
Operating expenditure

Operating cost type

Raw materials – compost (tons)

Variable

Agaricus Bisporus Spawn (tons)

Variable

Energy Consumption (kWh)

Fixed & Variable

Oil Consumption (m3)

Fixed & Variable

Water Consumption (m3)

Fixed & Variable

Employees Fees

Fixed & Variable

Third Party Agency & Contracts

Fixed & Variable

Cost (k€)

Variable:500k€

Fixed: 300k€
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Assuming sales of 350t at market producer price of 3,33€/kg results to:
Table 9 – Income Analysis
Statement

€/kg

Total (k€)

Sales (Revenue)

3,33

1.155

Less: Variable costs

1,87

655

Contribution Profit Margin

1,46

511

Less Fixed costs

-

300

Net Income

-

211

Breakeven Point (BP): regarding tons of the company is BP = Fixed Costs = 300.000€
which, means minimum selling quantity of 205 tons at the price of CPM 1,46€/kg
(Contribution Profit Margin=3,33-1,87) hence, (205.000kg X 1,46€/kg = 300.000€), or
BP evaluation expressed in sales, which, means selling quantity of 205.000 tons at the
market price of 3,33€/kg (205.000kg X 3,33€/kg) = 682.650€ minimum revenue.
It is understood that the sales limit of 205t or breakeven point, is the lower limit where
the company starts to suffer losses. Consequently, a margin of safety (MS) shall be
obtained, offering breathing space to the company before gets into the shark’s mouth.
Therefore, suggested budgeted sales of 250 tons, provides a MS = 250.000 – 205.000 =
45.000 kg.
Finally, by using Technology and Operations management tools, like the Bin Packing
Problem (BPP), Shelf-Space Allocation Problem (SSAP) and Vehicle Routing Problem
(VRP) the effective packing, storage and delivery of mushrooms, will result in further
operational costs reductions, increasing the competitiveness of the company.
5.5.6 Project Management
The erection activities of the production unit are a complex process. A number of
contractors could be awarded with EPC (Engineering Procurement Construction)
contracts for the erection of the operational units. Proper project management skills are
needed in order to achieve the anticipated results. A project management consultant
company should be hired for the supervision, erection and startup activities. The scope
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of the project management team is to supervise the erection activities, monitor the
erection schedule (milestones), witness the equipments performance tests, supervise the
commissioning and start up procedures, as well as, issuance of the necessary licenses of
the unit. Overall, the project management consultant team will assure the best quality,
safety, on budget and on schedule construction of the unit. Besides, some of the
financial disbursements for the unit are given in construction milestones achievements.
5.6 Financial Plan
The financial mix of the startup company shall include the source funds provided in the
below table:
Table 10: Financial mix funding
Private Equity Capital provided by the founders of the company &

537.500€

Venture Capital (VC) & Investment Angels funds (25% of invest.)
Bank Loan (five years – 6% interest rate)

860.000€

New Development Greek Law N.4399 / 16

752.500€

Total startup investment & initial cash flow expenses:

2.150.000€

It should be mentioned that according to the New Development Law N.4399 / 22-062016, large startups >500.000€ in the prefecture of Kilkis is subsided the 35% [30] of the
total investment cost, while it is obligatory that the 25% of the total investment cost
should come from private equity.
The financial funding mix does not contain any bank loan yet, as it is considered not to
include for the first 5 years of the company’s life cycle. Due to high involvement of the
VC funds, VC managers may serve as advisers to the business.
Preparation of the company’s financial statements for 5 years projection requires further
breakdown analysis of the calculated expenses, taxes (VAT & income), depreciations
and borrowings of the company. Those analyses are presented in APPENDIX C from
Table C-11 to Table C-14.
The company’s Balance Sheet, Income Statement, Statement of Cash Flow and
Shareholders’ Equity are presented in Appendix C, tables C-15, C-16, C-17 and C18.
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The following assumptions should be taken into account when interpreting the financial
results of the company:
 1st year assumption of average spawn’s performance is 12kg/m2, giving 350t/y
average plant performance, which is considered a very conservative case.
Gained experience and nowadays spawn’s (mycelium seed) performance can
give up to 35kg/m2

[31]

cultivation performance, reaching gradually 1.000t/y on

the 5th year.
 Increased production will require hiring of 2 more workers each year, reaching
28 personnel on the 5th year.
 Increased production will also require annually revised transportation contract
with the third party agency.
 Increased production will also require new refrigeration and packing units (up to
3 times the initial investment amount) increasing the cash flow from
investments.
 Assume sale price same up to the 5th year 3,33€/kg
 Income corporate tax is considered 29%
 Starts up investments are not included in the Cash Flow statement.
 One of the shareholders invests in noncurrent assets (Land + Offices = 100k€)
 Government subsidy and bank loan amounts, that could not absorbed by the
investment, kept as Statutory Reserves.
Finally, the expected investment returns should be evaluated, by using the annual cash
flows statement, the average ∆ change in annually cash flows projected in 5 years and
the total investment cost of 2,15M€, inside the corporate investment factors like: Net
Present Value (NPV), Internal Rate of Return (IRR) and Payback Period:
Table 19: Startup Investment Evaluation Factors
Investment factors

Value

Net Present Value (NPV-€) , r = 4,5%

4.465.527,05 €

Internal Rate of Return (IRR- %)

47,05

Payback Period (years)

3,91
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Setting a hurdle rate of 8% min, the proposed startup provides an astonishing IRR of
47,05% giving a Payback period of less than 4 years.

6. Conclusion
Having completed the business plan of the mushroom’s production company, an
investment plan time-schedule, capturing the milestones from the idea to the startup
activities is needed. The steps are presented in the below table while a detailed time
schedule is given in a Gantt chart Appendix D, Figure D-22: Annual startup’s timeschedule activities/milestones.
Table 20: Company’s startup time-schedule
A/A

Milestones

1

Company Establishment

Activities
Partners Agreements Contracts
GEMI Register
Investigation of Market Demand

2

Market Search

Interviews with Wholesalers & Retailers
Competitors Review
Share Capital Increase – Search VC and Angel

3

Raise Funds

Application of Bank Loan
Application for Government Subsidy
Request offers by Contractors

4

Bidding Phase

Request offers by Equipment Suppliers
Request offers by Raw Material Suppliers
Contract Award - Greenhouses Contractor
Contract Award - Civil Works Contractor

5

Erection of Investment

Contract Award - Geothermal Installation
Contract Award - Equipments
Contract Award – Raw Material Suppliers

6

Hiring Personnel

7

Production Stage

Interviews Phase
Employers Agreements
Compost Preparation
Cultivation of Mushrooms Spawn-Mycelium
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Harvesting - Packing
Storing - Transport
8

Products Certifications

Quality Control & Quality Assurance
Certifications – AgroCert, QMS certified
Advertising in TV/Magazines/Web

9

Marketing Mix Phase

Supermarkets Promotion Stands
Direct Marketing
Communication - Public Relations
Agreements Contracts with Local Buyers

10

Buyers Search Phase

Agreements Contracts with Retails
Agreements Contracts with Wholesalers

11

Raise Equity Capital - IPO

12

Investment Plan

Prepare Phase
Public Phase
Company’s Expansion
Renewable Energy Systems Installation
Merger strategy

13

Merger Plan

Merger target screening – “ Company Kehagias”
Due Diligence & Merger Execution

Eventually, after 5 to 7 years of gradually production and returns, the company could
raise equity capital through an Initial Public Offering – IPO process, searching for long
run performance. Therefore restructuring and expansion of the company could be
achieved looking for diversifications, while also targeting to other markets, even
abroad. Installation of renewable energy sources are also included in the company’s
future investment projects, keeping team’s promise for protecting the environment and
enhancing company sustainably.
At the end of company’s lifecycle, a merger plan with company Kehagias Mushrooms
is suggested. Kehagias has a production unit of pleurotus mushrooms situated also in
Pedino Kilkis. From this merger a unique company will be created, producing agaricus
and pleurotus, a superior competitive advantage, which will result in market dominance.
Finally, having achieved the above objectives, the company “Magic Mushroom – Greek
Mushrooms of Central Macedonia I.K.E” will succeed in helping to rebuild the local
and Greek economy, especially in an agricultural sector that needs it, offering fresh,
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pure Greek products to their consumers, hoping the company's sustainability to become
an example for other businesses to follow.
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APPENDIX A
Table A-1: Annual Exports of Fresh Agaricus to EU28 (Eurostat, GEPC)
COUNTRIES

2013

2014

Average

Average

Volume

Average

Volume
unit

Value

(net

Volume
unit

Value

(net
price

(k€)

tons)

unit

Value

price

(k€)

(net
price

(k€)

tons)
(€/kg)

GERMANY

2015

tons)
(€/kg)

(€/kg)

8.410

1,76

14.778

9.251

1,84

17.030

11.915

1,72

20.494

SPAIN

926

2,12

1.966

1.882

2,15

4.040

2.277

1,93

4.400

FRANCE

117

3,34

392

411

1,28

527

446

1,10

490

ITALY

504

2,45

1.234

766

2,23

1.709

622

2,56

1.595

NETHERLANDS

52.320

2,00

104.555

50.354

2,10

105.605

41.353

2,20

90.855

POLAND

144.957

1,63

236.347

158.602

1,62

256.913

190.035

1,55

294.408

Table A-2: Annual Exports of Agaricus (Fresh & Canned) to Greece (Eurostat, GEPC)
COUNTRIES

2013

2014

Average

2015

Average

Volume

Average

Volume
unit

Value

(net

Volume
unit

Value

(net
price

(k€)

tons)

price

(k€)

tons)
(€/kg)

unit

Value

price

(k€)

(net
tons)
(€/kg)

(€/kg)

POLAND
6.697

1,63

10.941

6.678

1,60

10.696

7.381

1,57

11.617

13.996

0,69

9.619

14.897

0,61

9.132

8.896

0,84

7.447

(FRESH)
NETHERLANDS
(CANNED)
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APPENDIX B

Figure B-7: ΕΡΕΥΝΑ ΠΡΟΤΙΜΗΣΗΣ ΛΕΥΚΟΥ ΜΑΝΙΤΑΡΙΟΥ

Παρακαλώ επιλέξτε µε Χ:
ΦΥΛΟ

ΑΝΤΡΑΣ

ΓΥΝΑΙΚΑ

ΗΛΙΚΙΑ

20-35

36-50

51-60+

ΟΙΚΟΓΕΝΕΙΑΚΗ ΚΑΤΑΣΤΑΣΗ

ΑΓΑΜΟΣ

ΕΓΓΑΜΟΣ

ΜΕ ΠΑΙ∆ΙΑ

ΜΟΡΦΩΤΙΚΟ ΕΠΙΠΕ∆Ο

ΒΑΣΙΚΟ

ΑΝΩΤΕΡΟ

ΑΝΩΤΑΤΟ

ΕΡΩΤΗΣΕΙΣ :
Παρακαλώ κυκλώστε την επιλογή σας: 1 (χαµηλότερη τιµή) έως 5 (µεγαλύτερη)
 Πόσο συχνά αγοράζετε µανιτάρια;
1

2

3

4

5

 Επιλέγετε τα φρέσκα Λευκά (αγαρικού τύπου) µανιτάρια;
1

2

3

4

5

 Τα βρίσκετε ακριβά σε σχέση µε άλλα προϊόντα;
1

2

3

4

5

 Θεωρείτε ότι υπάρχει φόβος δηλητηριάσεων;
1

2

3

4

5
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 Θα δοκιµάζετε νέες συνταγές µανιταριών;
1

2

3

4

5

 Προτιµάτε µανιτάρια Ελληνικής Παραγωγής;
1

2

3

4

5

 Προµηθεύεστε µανιτάρια κυρίως από τα supermarkets;
1

2

3

4

5

 Θεωρείτε ότι η κατανάλωση µανιταριών δεν είναι αρκετά διαδεδοµένη στην
Ελλάδα;
1

2

3

4

5

 Νοµίζετε ότι η κατανάλωση µανιταριών θα αυξηθεί στο µέλλον;
1

2

3

4

5

 Η προτίµηση σας για µανιτάρια πηγάζει κυρίως από;
Α. Γεύση
Β. Υποκατάστατο κρέατος (χορτοφαγία)
Γ. Θρεπτικά συστατικά
∆. Συνοδευτικό πιάτων (gourmet)
Ε. Άλλο

ΕΥΧΑΡΙΣΤΩ
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Question 1: How often you purchase mushrooms?
Figure B-8:
8: Histogram distribution of mushrooms purchasing
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Question 2: Do you prefer the Agaricus type mushrooms?
Figure B-9:
B Histogram of Agaricus preference
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Question 3: Do you find them expensive compared to other similar products?
Figure B-10:
B
Histogram of price incentives

Price compared to similar foods %
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Question 4: Do you afraid mushroom’s poisoning?
Figure B-11:
B
Histogram of poisoning fear

Fear of poisoning %
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Question 5: Would you try new mushroom’s recipes?
Figure B-12:
12: Histogram preference in new mushroom’s recipes

Preference in new mushroom's
recipes %
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Question 6: Do you prefer Greek mushrooms?
Figure B-13:
B 13: Histogram preference in Greek mushrooms

Preference in Greek mushrooms %
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Question 7: Do you prefer purchase them from supermarkets?
Figure B-14:
B 14: Histogram preference in supermarkets

Preference in supermarket purchase
%
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Question 8: Do you thing that mushrooms are not wide spread in Greece?
Figure B-15:
B 15: Histogram of widespread product in Greece

Mushroom's consumption in Greece
%
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Question 9: Do you thing that future demand will increase?
Figure B-16:
B
Histogram of future demand

Growth in future demand %
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Question 10: Do you like mushrooms due to their:
A. Taste
B. Vegetarian diet
C. Nutrition values
D. Side dish
E. Other
Figure B-17: Pie of preference

Mushroom's preference

A
B
C
D
E
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APPENDIX C

Table C-5: Structures Cost (CAPEX)
Operating Unit

Qty

Total

Cost

Size

(k€)

Gross area: 270m2

Pasteurization
Insulated Tunnel

Gross Size per unit

1

(Polyurethane panels)

Capacity: 480m3

270m2

70

Effective area: 5m X 2,2m X 44m
Gross area: 121m2 (5,5mX22m)

Cultivation Insulated
Chambers

20

Cultivated Area: 240m2 (4800m2 total)
2 rows of 5 columns galvanized shelf

2,420m2

350

beds (costs of material & erection)
Gross area: 225m2

Refrigeration &
Packing Structures

1

225m2

60

Packing Area: 75m2

(Polyurethane panels)
Sheltered Area –

Refrigerated Storage Volume: 900m3

1

Area: 200m2

200m2

15

Offices

1

Area 160m2

160m2

existing

Parking

1

Area 150m2

150m2

5

1

Area 4.000 m2

4.000m2

50

-

Unexpected costs (20%)

-

110

Compost preparation

Earth preparation
paving
Others

TOTAL STRUCTURES COST 3,425m

2

660
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Table C-6: Equipments Cost (CAPEX)
Equipments
Leased/rented Small
Excavator (Bobcat)
Leased/rented Forklift
(Clark-3tons)
Leased/rented Large
Truck 32 m2 refrigeration

Qty

Use

Cost (k€)

1

Mixing & loading the Compost in the tunnel

2

1

Transport the packed mushrooms inside the units

2

1

Transport the packed mushrooms to the final user

5

Heating/Ventilating/Air conditioning using
HVAC systems

20

Geothermal Energy (water pumps / fan coils heat

300

pumps) for tunnel and cultivation chambers
Steam generator system
and fans
Smart irrigation
(watering) systems

1

Pasteurization process in the tunnel

20

Watering process in the cultivation chambers

Instrument & analyzers
transmitters/sensors for

60

monitoring conditions
Leased Special conveyor
belt loading system
PLC and computer for
automatic control
Special Elevators for
Harvest
Large Refrigerator units
Leased Packing
equipments
Electrical & Automation
installations
Others

1

1

40

4

1

21
-

20

100

Temperature/Humidity/CO2 /PH/C content - sets

30

of instruments in each cultivation chamber
Loading the compost to the shelf beds rows in the

2

cultivation chamber
Control station for monitoring and controlling the

20

chambers conditions
Elevation platforms (removable) attached to the

40

shelf beds rows for quick harvesting
Conservation of the picked mushrooms between

20

2-5oC is achieved with refrigerators
Packing of the ready to transport products is

2

achieved with Packing equipments.
Cables, trays & accessories
Unexpected costs (20%)
TOTAL EQUIPMENTS COST

32
115
690
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Table C-7: Operating Costs (OPEX) / Overhead costs (OH)
Operating expenditure

Qty/year

Expense description

Cost (k€)

Mixed Compost
Raw materials – compost (tons)

360

Production for 350t

30

mushrooms
Agaricus Bisporus Spawn

2,5 tons or

(tons or m3)

Compost Incubation

4,5 m3

10

Heating, Air
Energy Consumption

Conditioning,

3.300.000

(agricultural contract 0,06€/kWh)

Ventilation, Refrigerating

200

& Lighting systems
Oil Consumption (m3)

Transportation &

18,27

30

Operational consumption

Water Consumption (m3)

500

Watering systems

10

Employees Fees

20

Employees payroll

450

Operation, Maintenance,
Third Party Agency (Contracts)

Advertising & Public

10

70

relations – donations
Contracts
TOTAL COST (k€)

800

Table C-11: Costs of Revenues & Operating Expenses
Expenditure

Budgeted

Cost of goods

Administrating

Operating

Costs (€)

sold (€)

expenses (€)

expenses (€)

Raw materials

30.000

30.000

-

-

Agaricus Spawn

10.000

10.000

-

-

200.000

200.000

-

-

Oil Consumption

30.000

30.000

-

-

Water Consumption

10.000

10.000

-

-

450.000

280.000

170.000

-

30.000

-

40.000

590.000

170.000

40.000

Energy Consumption

Employees Fees
Third Party Agencies,
Leasing & Contracts
TOTAL

70.000
800.000
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Table C-12: Corporate Taxes Analysis
Estimated VAT (€)

Income (29%)

(€)
Expenditure
Raw materials

30.000

23%

6.900

-

Agaricus Spawn

10.000

23%

2.300

-

200.000

13%

26.000

-

Oil Consumption

30.000

23%

6.900

-

Water Consumption

10.000

13%

1.300

-

Third Party Agencies & Leasing Contracts

70.000

23%

16.100

-

Energy Consumption

-

Income (based on 350t/y X 3,33€/kg)

16.194,47

TOTAL Taxes (€)

59.500

16.194,47

Table C-13: Assets Depreciation Rate
ASSETS

Investment

Depreciation

Depreciation

Costs €)

rate (15 years)

Cost (€)

Structures

660.000

15%

99.000

Equipments

690.000

15%

103.500

Total Annual

202.500

Depreciation (€)

Table C-14: Borrowings
Principal
amount

years
1

2

3

4

5

Bank Loan
monthly

860.000(€) 199.514,52 199.514,52 199.514,52 199.514,52 199.514,52

installment
Principal
payment(€)

151.857,51 160.625,76 170.532,82 181.050,90 192.135,01

Interest
rate

47.657,01

38.888,76

28.981,70

18.463,62

7.379,51

expense(€)
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Table C-15: Balance Sheet

BALANCE SHEET
YEARS
2
3

1

4

5

1.330.013,61
48.175,00

1.947.044,97
44.716,67

2.883.936,08
200.250,03

915.325,00

894.333,33

871.666,67

2.293.513,61 2.841.378,30

3.955.852,78

all numbers in
euros
Assets
Current assets
Cash & cash
equivalents
Inventories

696.462,12
206.105,62

913.626,93
53.958,33

Non current assets
Properties, plant &
equipment

1.241.333,33

1.025.208,34

Total Assets

2.143.901,07

1.992.793,60

16.194,47
798.058,08
46.171,88

148.077,26
598.543,56
68.839,65

280.145,31
399.029,04
112.919,92

412.100,55
199.514,52
176.677,59

596.274,94
0,00
268.766,23

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

Total Liabilities

860.424,43

815.460,47

792.094,27

788.292,66

865.041,17

Shareholder's
Equity
Government
Subsidy
Statutory Reserves
Common stock
Retained earnings

752.500,00
0,00
537.500,00
-6.523,36

0,00
385.677,16
530.976,64
260.679,33

0,00
202.840,29
791.655,97
506.923,08

0,00
21.293,35
1.298.579,05
733.213,24

0,00
2.031.792,29
1.059.019,32

1.283.476,64

1.177.333,13

1.501.419,34 2.053.085,64

3.090.811,61

2.143.901,07

1.992.793,60

2.293.513,61 2.841.378,30

3.955.852,78

Liabilities
Current liabilities
Taxes payable
Borrowings
Dividends payable
Non current
liabilities
Long term
liabilities

Total
Shareholder's
Equity
Total Equity &
Liabilities
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Table C-16: Income Statement

1
all numbers in euros
expected performance

INCOME STATEMENT
YEARS
2
3
500t/y

1.165.500,00
590.000,00

1.665.000,00 2.164.500,00
666.500,00
743.000,00

2.664.000,00 3.333.000,00
819.500,00
886.000,00

Gross Profit
Operating expenses (-)
Administrative
expenses (-)
Other expense (VAT)(-)

575.500,00
170.000,00

998.500,00 1.421.500,00
185.000,00
200.000,00

1.844.500,00 2.447.000,00
215.000,00
230.000,00

EBITDA
Interest Expense (-)
Depreciation (-)

306.000,00
47.657,01
202.500,00

40.000,00
59.500,00

45.000,00
63.000,00

50.000,00
67.000,00

800t/y

5

350t/y

Revenues
Costs of goods sold(-)

650t/y

4

55.000,00
72.000,00

1000t/y

60.000,00
77.000,00

705.500,00 1.104.500,00
38.888,76
28.981,70
202.500,00
202.500,00

1.502.500,00 2.080.000,00
18.463,62
7.379,51
202.500,00
202.500,00

Earnings Before Taxes
Income tax (-)

55.842,99
16.194,47

464.111,24
134.592,26

873.018,30
253.175,31

1.281.536,38 1.870.120,49
371.645,55
542.334,94

Net Income

39.648,52

329.518,98

619.842,99

909.890,83 1.327.785,55
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Table C-17: Cash Flow Statement

CASH FLOW STATEMENT
YEARS
1
2
3

4

5

all numbers in euros

Cash Flow from Operations
Net Income
Depreciations

39.648,52 329.518,98
202.500,00 202.500,00

619.842,99
202.500,00

Net Cash Flow From
Operations

242.148,52 532.018,98

822.342,99 1.112.390,99 1.530.285,55

909.890,99
202.500,00

1.327.785,55
202.500,00

Cash Flow from Investing
Activities
Capital Expenditure (-)
Investments (+)

0,00
0,00

46.500,00
0,00

93.000,00
0,00

139.500,00
0,00

186.000,00
0,00

Net Cash Flow from
Investing Activities (-)

0,00

46.500,00

93.000,00

139.500,00

186.000,00

199.514,52 199.514,52

199.514,52

199.514,52

199.514,52

68.839,65

112.919,92

176.677,59

268.766,23

245.686,40 268.354,17

312.434,44

376.192,11

468.280,75

-3.537,88 217.164,81

416.908,55

596.698,88

876.004,80

Cash & Equivalents - Start of
Period

700.000,00 696.462,12

913.105,06

1.350.346,09

2.007.931,28

Cash & Equivalents - End of
Period

696.462,12 913.626,93 1.330.013,61 1.947.044,97 2.883.936,08

Cash Flow from Financial
Activities
Repayment of loan (-)
Payment of common stock
dividents (-)
Net Cash Flow from
Financing Activities (-)
Net Chance in Cash and
Equivalents

46.171,88
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Table C-18: Shareholders Equity

1

SHAREHOLDERS EQUITY
YEARS
2
3

4

5

2.031.792,29

all numbers in euros

Start of Period
Share Capital
Government Subsidy
Statutory Reserves
Total Shareholder's
Equity
Period Outcome
Net Income
Payment of Dividents (-)
Total Retained
Earinings
End of Period
Share Capital
Government Subsidy
Statutory Reserves
Total Shareholder's
Equity

537.500,00
752.500,00

530.976,64

791.655,97

1.298.579,05

385.677,16

202.840,29

21.293,35

1.290.000,00

916.653,80

994.496,26 1.319.872,40 2.031.792,29

39.648,52
46.171,88

329.518,98
68.839,65

619.842,99
112.919,92

909.890,83
176.677,59

-6.523,36

260.679,33

506.923,08

733.213,24 1.059.019,32

530.976,64
752.500,00

791.655,97

1.298.579,05

2.031.792,29

385.677,16

202.840,29

21.293,35

1.327.785,55
268.766,23

3.090.811,61

1.283.476,64 1.177.333,13 1.501.419,34 2.053.085,64 3.090.811,61
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APPENDIX D
Figure D-22: Annual startup’s time-schedule activities/milestones
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